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An improved model for CO2 laser ablation impulse in polyoxymethylene and similar polymers is
presented that describes the transition effects from the onset of vaporization to the plasma regime in
a continuous fashion. Several predictions are made for ablation behavior. © 2009 American Institute
of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3234382�

A model has been needed to predict thrust and specific
impulse �Isp� over the likely parameter range of laser space
propulsion. In earlier works, e.g., Pirri1 developed laser-
surface interaction theory primarily as an aerodynamic prob-
lem for the vapor regime in atmosphere with some connec-
tion to the plasma regime. Phipps et al.2 addressed vacuum
ambient with a treatment that permitted ablation pressure
predictions within a factor of 2 over an extremely broad
range 100 ps���1 ms, 0.25 �m���10.6 �m, but with
intensity limits excluding inertial confinement fusion �ICF�
extremes and very short pulses.3 The theory of Lindl4 covers
the ICF regime. Previous models5,6 treated plasma and vapor
regimes separately. A simple, fluence-dependent impulse
model was missing for field applications �e.g., laser plasma
thrusters or space debris removal7� allowing a smooth tran-
sition between regimes. This paper proposes such a bridge.

The momentum coupling coefficient Cm is the ratio of
laser ablation impulse density � to incident laser pulse flu-
ence � �or pressure p to intensity I for continuous lasers�.
Using the ablated mass areal density ��kg /m2� and exhaust
velocity vE �m/s�, �=��vE, where vE= �vx� is the first mo-
ment of the velocity distribution f�vx� along the thrust axis x.
The velocity distribution is often a “drift Maxwellian,”8

Cm = �/� � p/I �N s/J� or �N/W� . �1�

The specific impulse Isp, used in rocket engineering, is re-
lated to vE by

Isp � vE/go = MvE/�Mgo� = �/��go� �s� . �2�

Isp originally represented the impulse from a unit weight of a
fuel mass M on the launch pad at sea level. In the modern
definition of Isp, go is a constant with no physical meaning. It
is accepted practice to apply Isp �with go=9.8� to space sys-
tems that never operate on the Earth’s surface. The ablation
efficiency �AB is the efficiency with which incident laser
pulse energy is converted into exhaust kinetic energy:

�AB = �	vE
2 /�2��

= 	CmvE/2 = �	go/2� � CmIsp, �3�

where in Maxwellian plasmas

	 =
�vx

2�
��vx��2 = �vE

2 + kTe/me

vE
2 	 . �4�

For typical ablation plume shapes, 1�	
1.15,9 and use of
	�1 is typical �this underestimates �AB�. For clarity, this
assumption will also be used here. There are only three cases
where �AB�1: chemical reaction of the target with its am-
bient atmosphere �e.g., combustion in air�; if the ablation
process is exothermic;6 and for confinement geometries,
where the target geometry or ambient atmosphere restrict the
expansion of ablation products, increasing the interaction
time between the exhaust and the vehicle. These cases are
not mutually exclusive.

At intensities sufficient for fully ionized plasma, absorp-
tion is by inverse Bremsstrahlung �IB�. One-dimensional
thermal transport theory10 predicts that surface temperature T
varies with time �here, laser pulse length �� as

T��� = �2Io � ���/�1/2�/K �K� , �5�

where Io is the ablation threshold in W /m2, and � and K are
the thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity, respec-
tively. Data in Fig. 1 shows that for plasma ignition, I
��1/2 is constant. Plasma density increases with temperature
until the “critical density” of electrons nec is reached

a�Electronic mail: sinko@fuji.nuae.nagoya-u.ac.jp.

FIG. 1. Fluence required for plasma ignition on targets in vacuum from 100
fs to 1 ms pulse duration: �
 I��0.5. This plot shows that less pulse energy
is required to form plasma as � decreases, down to about 100 ps. Data labels
are explained in Refs. 11 and 12.
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nec = mene
2�2/�4e2� � 1.115 � 1027/��m

2 �m−3� , �6�

where me, ne, and e are respectively the mass, number den-
sity, and charge of the electron and � is the laser frequency
��=2c /��. The Saha equation11 gives relative densities of
the ith and �i−1�th ionization states

neni

ni−1
=

2ui

ui−1
�2AmpkTe

h2 �3/2

� e−Wi,i−1/�kTe�, �7�

using the proton mass mp, the atomic number A, Boltzmann’s
constant k, the electron temperature Te, Planck’s constant h,
and the ionization energy Wi,i−1 between the ith and i−1th
states. The number densities and quantum-mechanical parti-
tion functions of the ith and i−1th states are given by ni and
ni−1; and ui and ui−1, respectively. If only one ionization state
is present, the ionization fraction reduces to �i=2�ne / �no

+2�ne�, since ni+ne=2�ne for single stage ionization. If p
is the total pressure of all species

BSaha =
2u1

u0
� �2mekTe

h2 �3/2

, �8�

ne = BSahae
−Wi,i−1/�kTe��1 +

p

kTeBSaha
eWi,i−1/�kTe� − 1�

� n0BSahae
−Wi,i−1/�kTe�. �9�

In a study of vapor-plasma transitions, Eq. �9� applies.
Phipps et al.2 derived Eqs. �10� and �11� for i�1,

Cm = �1.84 � 10−4�
�9/16

A1/8�I���1/4 �N/W� , �10�

Isp = 442
A1/8

�9/16�I���1/4 �s� , �11�

where �=A / �2� �Z2� �Z+1��1/3�, A is the average atomic
mass number, and Z is the average state of ionization ��1�
of atoms in the �fully ionized� plasma. Figure 2 shows sev-
eral fitting curves of the model to different published data in
the plasma regime, using Eqs. �10� and �11�.12,13 However, it

is clear that, in Eq. �10�, lim�→0�Cm�→�, whereas actually
lim�→0�Cm�=0, so a model for low intensity is needed.

At low fluence, vaporization drives impulse generation.
The incident laser pulse energy is reduced by reflectivity at
the target surface and by deposition into the target �and ex-
haust� that does not contribute to exhaust kinetic energy. Re-
flectivity follows the Fresnel relations,14 dependant on the
surface condition and refractive index at the ablation wave-
length. It has been established by many authors �e.g., Anisi-
mov and Khokhlov,15 Bäuerle,16 Ready,17 and Srinivisan et
al.18� that the ablation mechanism evolves from thermal to
optical as the ablating wavelength decreases. For ablation of
CHO �organic� materials like polymers, thermal diffusion is
usually negligible at ultraviolet �UV� wavelengths, but en-
ergy deposition can be described as photochemical even at
longer wavelengths.16 Following Srinivisan et al.,18 we as-
sume the Bouguer–Lambert–Beer absorption law19 governs
energy deposition. The actual dependence is influenced by,
e.g., thermal effects and the laser beam spatial profile. We
tested several models against low-fluence polymer ablation
data and found that a pure photochemical model exhibited
the best fit. Furthermore, theoretical predictions of the abla-
tion threshold15–17 that rely on latent heat of vaporization are
inconsistent with experimental data on CO2 laser ablation of
polymer polyoxymethylene �POM� targets.20–22 For CO2 la-
sers with long pulse lengths, the characteristic photochemical
and photothermal length scales can be of the same order, but
inclusion of photothermal effects only inhibited modeling
and analysis. Assuming photochemical absorption of infrared

FIG. 3. Equation �14� predicts pulsed CO2 laser ablation below and perhaps
slightly into the plasma regime. Each point is averaged from 5 to 10 shots,
and �1�s parameter estimates from modeling and �1�s experimental error
bars are included ��s is one standard deviation�.

FIG. 4. A combined model for Cm, showing fit to data from vaporization
onset into the plasma regime.

FIG. 2. Plasma model fitting of published data for Cm on C–H materials,
adapted from Ref. 2. Four data subsets were used with distinct Saha equa-
tions, including short pulses in UV �Turner, 248 nm, 22 ns� and near IR
�Grun, 1.06 �m, 5 ns�; and long pulses in near IR �Afanas’ev, 1.06 �m, 1.5
ms� and mid IR �Gemini, 10.6 �m, 1.8 �s�. Fitting curves are given for
each data set. Names and data labels are explained in Ref. 2.
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�IR� radiation in the polymer, the areal ablated mass density
� is:

� = ��/�� � ln�C�/�o� �kg/m2� , �12�

where �o is the critical threshold fluence for vaporization of
the target, � is its density, and C is a parameter indicating
multiplicative energy losses, e.g., reflectivity, exhaust diver-
gence effects, and exhaust energetic modes that do not con-
tribute to propulsion. �o includes subtractive energy losses
such as heating of unvaporized target material and energy
necessary for vaporization of the exhaust.15–17 Using energy
conservation, the momentum areal density ��� is:

�2/�2�� = C� − �o = �o�� − 1� , �13�

where �=C�� /�o. Then, Cm and Isp are

Cm =2�C2

��o
�

� − 1

�2 � ln � �Ns/J� , �14�

Isp =2��o

�go
2 �

� − 1

ln �
�s� . �15�

�AB = �go/2�CmIsp = C�� − 1�/� . �16�

Equation �16� implies that lim�→���AB�=C and that
lim�→1��AB�=0. Figure 3 shows the success of this model.

The proposed solution distinguishes between �neutral�
vaporized and plasma species, analogous to a two-fluid
model. Our treatment, supported by the spatial separation of
the vaporization and plasma absorption processes, uses con-
servation of energy to form two impulse terms. At low flu-
ence, most of the energy of the laser pulse reaches the sur-
face and imparts impulse via vaporization, while at high
fluence, most of the pulse energy is instead absorbed via IB
above the surface, imparting impulse to the target via plasma
pressure. The transition from transparent vapor to absorbing
plasma occurs within a relatively narrow range of fluence, so
effects from partial ionization, although interesting, may be
neglected in favor of simplicity without significantly impair-
ing the model. In approximation, the IB absorption coeffi-
cient is related to the ionization fraction by �IB
�i

2. Ne-
glecting interaction terms, approximating the transmission
factor for vaporization impulse to first order, and denoting by
Cmp and Cmv the coupling coefficients from Eqs. �10� and
�14�, respectively, Eq. �17� provides a reasonable mechanism
for smoothly connecting the two models

Cm = �iCmp + �1 − �i�Cmv. �17�

This expression provides a means for calculating Cm over the
entire intensity range from ablation onset into the plasma
regime. Figure 42,20–26 shows the success of this treatment for
POM and similar materials under CO2 laser irradiation. Al
can be included in Fig. 4 because the data are only from the
plasma regime, where an argument about photochemistry is
moot.

Maximization of �14� yields a single solution.27 A differ-
ent expression is found by maximizing the Phipps vaporiza-
tion model5 as shown in Table I. The solutions are not arbi-
trary “fitting factors” but rather mathematically derived
constants characteristic of the chosen models. This treatment
introduces an intriguing method for testing laser ablation im-

pulse models, since the fluence for maximal Cm and thresh-
old fluence can be validated experimentally. In this work,
both models have critical points at �=1 that are not maximal,
representing the ablation threshold. In real systems, the ab-
lation threshold is more complex; however, very low fluence
effects at the threshold are not pertinent to the present treat-
ment, which focuses on significant impulse generation by
ablation of the target. The predictions for �opt should apply
�approximately� in the connected model; however, the ana-
lytical results may be at variance with real ablation data, due
to, e.g., thermal diffusion and plasma effects. The predictions
are already testable using literature data.
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